
HOW TO CONCLUDE AN INVESTMENT AGREEMENT 
  

Decree of the President of the Republic of Belarus of August 6, 2009 No. 10 

"On the creation of additional conditions for investment in 

Republic of Belarus" 

Stage I  

Preparation and submission of documents to the Gomel Regional Executive 

Committee: 

an application for the conclusion of an investment agreement (hereinafter - ID); 

draft ID signed by the investor (including its electronic copy); 

copy of the certificate of state registration (for legal entities and individual 

entrepreneurs - residents of the Republic of Belarus), an extract from the trade  

register of the country of establishment or other equivalent proof the legal status of 

the investor (for legal entities - non-residents of the Republic of Belarus); 

duly certified copy of the document certifying the identity of the investor (investors) 

(for individuals); 

copies of documents confirming the intentions of the investor (investors) conclude an 

investment agreement, as well as documents confirming the powers of the person 

(persons) who signed the draft investment agreement for his signing (for legal 

entities, foreign organizations that are notlegal entities); 

copies of the auditor's report (for legal entities - residents of the Republic Belarus), 

or conclusions on the results of the financial Due Diligence, or the auditor's report of 

the international standard ISA 700 with translation into Belarusian or Russian (for 

non-resident legal entities of the Republic of Belarus, foreign organizations that are 

not legal persons) for two years preceding the date of registration of the application 

for the conclusion investment agreement, and for the investor (investors), from the 

date of creation which has passed less than two years - during the period of activity; 

financial and economic justification of the investment project (according to the 

established form), containing information about the investment object, the term 

implementation of the investment project and the expected socio-economic effect; 
 

                                                      

Stage II 

Consideration of the project at the Investment Promotion Council 

Deciding on the conclusion ID                                 Making a decision on holding a competition 

projects (if there are two or more 

investors) 

 

                                                                       

                                                            Conducting a project competition  

 

Stage III  

Signing the ID and registering it in the State Register 

investment agreements 
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